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(1) Answer  Q1 or Q2, Q3 or Q4, Q5 or Q6  from section I and 
Q7 or Q8, Q9 or Q10, Q11 or Q12 from section II.

(2) Answers to the  two sections should be written in  
separate answer-books.

(3) Black  figures  to  the  right  indicate  full  marks.
(4) Neat  diagrams  must  be  drawn  wherever  necessary.
(5) Use of logarithmic tables, slide rule, Mollier charts, 

electronics pocket calculator  is  allowed.
(6) Assume  suitable  data,  if  necessary.

SECTION-I
Q1 a) Compare 3 phase 4 wire system on basis of volume requirement           [8]

For conductor, on basis of equal maximum potential difference between
any conductor and earth. Clearly state the assumptions.

b) Apply Kelvin’s law to determine the economic cross-section for           [8]
conductor of a 3 phase 10km long 33 K V overhead line. The line
supplies load of 4MW at 0.8 power factor for 10hrs a day, 2MW at 0.88
power factor for 6hrs a day and 1MW at 0.88 power factor for 8hrs a
day. The line is used for all 365 days in the year. The line cost can be
taken as Rs.(85000+2000a) per km length, where ‘a’ is cross section in
sq.mm. the resistance of aluminium conductor of length 1metre is 0.0286
Ohms and area 1 sqmm. Energy cost is Rs. 0.80 per KWH

OR
Q2 a) State and prove Kelvin’s law for feeder design with reference to            [8]

supply system. State limitations of Kelvin’s law.
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b) The load on ‘R’ phase of distributor are as under:                                   [8]
i) 100A, 0.707 lagging power factor load at 100 Metre
ii) 120A, Unity power factor load at 250 Metre
iii) 80A, 0.8 lagging power factor at 400 Metre from feeding point. The
resistance and inductive reactance per km length are 0.25Ohms and 0.125
Ohms respectively. Neglecting the voltage drop in neutral wire, find voltage
across the load at the far end, if the voltage at feeding point is 240V.

Q3 a) Explain the various steps in design of earthing grid of substation with   [8]
reference to IEEE Standard 80-2000
b) Explain necessity and types of earthing systems.                                    [8]

OR
Q4 a) Draw layout of single busbar system station. State technical                  [8]

Specification of equipments used in substation.
b) Define i) Step Potential ii) Touch Potential iii) Transferred Potential     [8]

Q5 a) What are the different types of maintenance strategies? Explain           [10]
Breakdown maintenance and planned maintenance.
b) Define and Explain                                                                                   [8]
i) Polarisation Index
ii) Dielectric absorption Ratio.

OR
Q6 a) Explain planned and preventive maintenance of Induction Motor.        [10]

b) Write a detail note on Condition Monitoring of electrical                       [8]
equipment.

SECTION-II
Q7 a) Explain in detail contamination process of transformer oil.                     [6]

b) Explain the testing and condition monitoring of Transformer oil          [10]
as per IS. Standards

OR
Q8 a) Explain in detail various failure modes of transformer.                           [8]

b) Write a short note on condition monitoring of on load tap changer         [8]

Q9 a) Explain ‘tan δ ’ measurement for condition monitoring of insulation. [8]

b) Enlist different causes for failure of power cables. What are different    [8]
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cable fault location methods?

OR
Q10 a) What is Signature Analysis? How it is useful for condition monitoring  [8]

of  electrical equipment?
b) What is Thermography? Write any four advantages of it. How it is        [8]

           useful for condition monitoring of power transformer?
Q11 Explain working, troubleshooting and electrical maintenance (any four   [18]

points) of following appliances: i) Electric mixer ii) Microwave oven
OR

Q12 Explain working, troubleshooting and electrical maintenance (any           [18]
Four points) of following appliances: i) Electric fan ii) Refrigerator
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